
TUNE A GUITAR, ENLIGHTEN A PARTY
Quartz -Accurate Guitar Tuneraei

Built -In In/Out Battery
Mike Jacks Check

Tune up perfectly, even in the
middle of a session or in noisy
surroundings. Just plug in
electric guitar or bass and
tune while watching zero -
center meter. Switchable
mike for acoustic guitar or
bass. Accurate within 5 Hz.
11/4 x 21/8 x 51/8".
Requires 9V bat- 2995
tery. 63-670

High -Intensity
Strobe Light

Add Some Real
Pizzazz to Your

Next Party

A truly fascinating lighting effect! Switch on this
wide-ange strobe and vary its flash rate to see
people "Ireeze" and move in slow-motion. Fea-
tures a polished reflector housed in a
handsome walnut -vinyl enclosure. 3495
71/2 x 71/2 x 43/4' UL listed AC. 42-3009

Revolving
Red Light

Livens Up Any
Get -Together

Casts a brilliant red search beam on walls, furnish-
ings and ceiling. This party light is 7" tall
and just like the ones used in many 3195
clubs. UL listed AC. 42-3040

Multicolor
Light Show

Entertaining
Visual Effect

Faceted enclosure casts a kaleidoscope of colors
about the room, floor and ceiling. 7"
high. For parties or attention -getting dis- 1305
plays. UL listed AC. 42-3018

Lightning Fury"'
Energy Display

II Awesome, Ever -Changing
Electro-Visual Effects

 High -Style Housing With
Heavy -Duty G ass Dome

NEW:

Fascinating ...
: powerful ... fun!

The Lightning Fury
creates an amazing spectacle 01
high-energy visual effects within
a sealed, gas -filled dome. Place
your hands on or nearby to sculpt
the fiery power. Has intensity and
focus controls
Stands about 11" 14995
high. UL listed AC.
42-3038, Low As $15 Per Month

(

Illuma-Storm® Light Display
 Sensational High -Energy Light Show
 Responds to Music, Voice and Touch
 Variable Intensity and Focus

Filled with a mixture of very rare but safe gases,
the glass sphere contains constantly changing
patterns of colorful lightning bolts created by a
high-erergy field. Intensity and focus controls
allow an almost infinite variety of patterns. Touch
the globe to redirect and control the swirling
plasma effects. Or, select audio mode and the
built-in microphone causes the effect to respond
to sound. You can control the display with your
voice or your favorite music. 14"
high. UL listed AC.
42-3035 .. Low As $15 Per Month 11995

"Chase -Sequence"
Lighting System

Ideal for Attention -Getting
Displays or Party Lighting

(1) 12 -Ft. Red Rope Light. Con-
tains 44 brilliant bulbs that flash in a
dazzling chase routine. Vary
the speed with the re-
quired Rope Light Con- 0995
troller, below. 42-3037 L.
(2) Rope Light Controller. Lets
you vary the speed of the "chase."
Plug-in hookup. Allows you to use
up to five rope lights. (60
feet total). UL listed AC. 2995
42 -3036
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